Stejarii Country Club

GOLF
1. The area intended for the practice of golf can be used after making a prior reservation or if the stands
are available, by checking their availability at the golf reception.
2. Players can make reservations at the golf reception or by phone, the cost being of RON 10 (VAT
included) per hour, per stand. The game time may be extended as long as there are available stands.
The equipment offered by the club includes a basket of balls and the necessary golf clubs. Reservation
cancellation can be made at least 2 hours before the scheduled time in order to avoid further penalties.
Following 3 unfulfilled reservations within 3 months, Golf Driving Range reserves the right to not allow
the reservation of stands by you in the next month.
3. In case you are late for more than 15 minutes as compared to the scheduled time, your reservation
will be cancelled and the paid fee shall be retained by Golf Driving Range, with no right to
reimbursement of the respective cost and the stand can be used by another person, according to the
rule "First-come, first-served".
4. The area intended for playing golf can be used according to the operating schedule: Monday: 2:00
p.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Tuesday - Sunday: 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.. The access is made according to the
scheduled reservations only between the working hours.
5. The use of a stand by one person is allowed, except for players with family subscriptions, who are
allowed to use a stand by two people.
6. The green carpets are intended solely for players. Visitors should only walk on the red side of the
carpet from the driving range area.
7. The driving range administrator has full authority in the golf area and the compliance with his
instructions is mandatory.
8. Showing respect is mandatory regarding the safety of personnel who collect the balls from the driving
range area.
9. The movements which are specific for practicing hits shall be practiced exclusively on specially
designed carpets. The movement on the green space in front of the carpets is strictly prohibited.
10. For security reasons, it is forbidden to move carpets from the specially designed areas. Please
contact the driving range administrator if you consider absolutely necessary to move your carpet.
11. Access with food products in all driving range areas is forbidden, except for the terrace.
12. Access with food products and drinks from outside the golf area is forbidden. Access with drinks in
the putting green and chipping green areas is not allowed.
13. Levelling the obstacle with sand from the chipping green area following its use is mandatory.
14. Children under 6 years old must be permanently accompanied by an adult in all driving range areas.
15. Access on the golf area with an inappropriate outfit (beach shoes, bathing suit, etc.) is forbidden. The
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use of a collared shirt is mandatory.
16. Do not throw any objects in the area intended for the practice of golf. Inappropriate behaviour,
inappropriate use of balls and golf clubs, or that could generate risks of injury is not allowed. Players are
responsible for any damage that occurs due to their behaviour. Do not disturb the players until the end of
the game.
17. Access of persons under the influence of alcohol or under the influence of drugs, hallucinogenic
substances, stimulants and other depressive drugs or any substances that reduce the physical and
mental abilities and/or their consumption during the use of lands in the driving range area is forbidden.
18. Golf Driving Range reserves the right to require any participant to leave the area, regardless of any
reason and to use the appropriate means for this purpose.
19. SCC and GDR shall not be held responsible for the forgotten, lost or stolen objects from within Golf
Driving Range. SCC and GDR shall also not be held responsible for Clients’ injuries occurred within Golf
Driving Range or for various medical conditions resulting from the activity performed by Clients in Golf
Driving Range.
Putting Green Additional Rules
20.The simultaneous presence of a maximum number of 4 people is allowed.
21. Players can reserve the Putting Green area for one (1) hour at the golf reception or by phone, the
cost being of RON 40 (VAT included) per hour.
22. Each player has the right to use only 3 balls.
23. It is mandatory to use the personal balls and not the balls belonging to the driving range.
24. The practice of the short hit is strictly forbidden (approach shot).
Recommendations
1. Please keep quiet in order not to disturb other players.
2. After you have spent the reserved time, you can make a new reservation considering the number of
stands available at the time.
3. Golf Driving Range reserves the right to modify the golf area schedule, the changes being announced
in a timely manner, both on the website and at the golf reception.
4. Please report to the personnel any situation which is dangerous or which does not comply with the
regulation (altercations, injuries, indecent behaviour, etc.).
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